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“It has something to do with the mutant living dead! The executives of Maya Industry said that the
experimental plan for the mutant living dead was a plan left by a horror doctor in the laboratory of the
gods. Originally, this experiment was to be used on large biological beasts!

” The goal of this plan is to create an immortal physique! The mutant living dead has done very well! But
it is not perfect!”

Hearing Levi Garrison’s analysis, the evil gods immediately reacted.

“Therefore, they came to this ruin to check the vajra indestructible power! If the vajra power is used in
the experiment, the plan of immortality will be perfect! To find this magical power is to strengthen it!”

“Yes! Wait for me to follow. Maya Industry inquires…”

Levi Garrison asked the Maya Industry executives again as a dark god.
The answer is that the magical power of King Kong is not bad cannot be used on mutant living dead.

But if the plan of the laboratory of the gods is not necessarily.

Which doctor who designed the experiment is super scary, maybe it can be used.
clue!

Another clue!

The group of people whose energy fluctuations were found to be obviously different by the Underworld
God is likely to belong to the Lab of the Gods.

“Continue to check! I believe that sooner or later I will have enough clues!”

Levi Garrison ordered.

The next period of time was rather unremarkable.

Everyone is practicing crazy.

Xuanyuan Qingya has also been by Levi Garrison’s side.

Under her observation, Levi Garrison didn’t have anything extraordinary.

As for Mia and Huoyun Cthulhu who practiced the basic exercises hard, they really haven’t made any
progress at all.

Especially the Huoyun Cthulhu, the aura on his body is getting weaker and weaker…

it feels like it won’t be long before he will die.

But where does she know.

The Huoyun Cthulhu was just getting started like this, similar to Levi Garrison who was in the dark cage
at the beginning.

This means that he has taken another step towards success.

But starting today, there are constant news.

Those strong men who got the rest in the ruins have digested the exercises and medicines they got after
this time of cultivation.

The strength is advancing by leaps and bounds.

Gradually emerging around the world!

The quasi-sacred list rankings and the rankings of the gods list have undergone tremendous changes!

Levi Garrison, who was in a stable ranking, suddenly fell to the seventeenth position on the Quasi-God
Ranking!

This also means that someone replaced him to enter the god list, and many people suddenly rushed in
front of him.

The fact is that a total of thirteen people rushed into the list of gods.

Instead of the thirteen people in the gods list, they fell to the quasi gods list.

Among them, several people surpassed some of the people who fell off the god list, so Levi Garrison
ranked seventeenth on the quasi god list!

Shocked!

It was shocking!

Everyone understands that this is just a change brought about by the exercises and the treasures of
heaven and earth in the ruins.

Thirteen people were pushed into the gods list in an instant, and I don’t know how many people were
allowed to climb all the way on the quasi gods list! ! !

The most terrifying thing is that Hirai Musashi, who has grabbed the magical power of King Kong is not
bad, is challenging the powerhouse in the East Continent!

His ranking soared all the way, and he kept improving!

Now he has reached the fifty-fiftieth on the list of gods.

His ranking continues to rise…

He challenged the strongest players in Dongdao, Star Country, and neighboring countries.

Let him reach the top 30 of the gods list in one fell swoop…

At this time everyone was shocked.

Especially everywhere in Erudiaa, I dared to know the terrible aspect of King Kong’s magical power.

In a short period of time, people can be pushed from a few thousand on the quasi god list to the top 30
on the god list.

But everyone knows that Hirai Musashi’s true strength is not only in the top 30 of the gods…

but he is slowly challenging…

the longer he is, the more adept his King Kong is not bad, and the ranking will follow. Soaring!

His true strength is comparable to that of the gods! And Hirai Musashi’s next goal is Erudiaa…

